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ABSTRACT: The study investigates the unit cell structure of inverted
hexagonal (HII) mesophase composed of monoolein (1-monoolein,
GMO) and water using atomistic molecular dynamics methods without
imposing any restraints on lipid and water molecules. Statistically
meaningful and very contrast images of the radial mass density
distribution, scrutinizing also the separate components water, monoolein,
the polar headgroups of the lipids, the double bond, and the termini of the
hydrocarbon chain (the tail), are obtained. The lipid/water interface
structure is analyzed based on the obtained water density distribution, on
the estimated number of hydrogen bonds per monoolein headgroup, and
on the headgroup−water radial distribution functions. The headgroup mass density distribution demonstrates hexagonal shape of
the monoolein/water interface that is well-deﬁned at higher water/monoolein ratios. Water interacts with the headgroups by
forming a three-layer diﬀusive mass density distribution, and each layer’s shape is close to hexagonal, which is an indication of
long-range structural interactions. It is found that the monoolein headgroups form a constant number of hydrogen bonds leaving
an excessive amount of water molecules outside the ﬁrst lipid coordination sphere. Furthermore, the quantity of water at the
monoolein/water interface increases steadily upon extension of the unit cell, so the interface should have a very dynamic
structure. Investigation of the hydrocarbon residues reveals high compression and well-expressed structuring of the tails. The tails
form a very compressed and constrained structure of deﬁned layers across the unit cell with properties corresponding to a more
densely packed nonpolar liquid (oil). Due to the hexagonal shape the 2D packing frustration is constant and does not depend on
the water content. All reported structural features are based on averaging of the atomic coordinates over the time-length of the
simulation trajectories. That kind of processing allows the observation of the water/GMO interface shape and its stability and
mobility at a time scale close to the ones of the intermolecular interactions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The beginning of the characterization and theoretical
investigations of the HII mesophase structure dates back to
1962 when Luzzati and Husson published their structural
model6 (see Figure 1a), which outlines the shape of the
hexagonal unit cell (or simply “unit cell”) of the mesophase and
its dimensions. The core idea of the model is to deﬁne a
cylindrical lipid/water interface, which in turn conﬁnes the
water content inside parallel cylinders immersed in the
surrounding lipid (Figure 1a). This model can relate the
spectroscopic measurements to the transversal dimensions of
the unit cell. Leikin et al.7 extended the Luzzati and Husson

Lipid-based lyotropic liquid crystals (LLCs) are interesting and
very promising novel lipid systems. They are a product of a selfassembly process involving lipid and water molecules. LLCs
may be used as host systems for the crystallization of
membrane proteins, for drug delivery, food applications, and
inorganic synthesis.1 Figure 1 represents one of the most
fascinating LLC structures−the inverted hexagonal (HII)
mesophase, which is characterized by densely packed, waterﬁlled lipid cylinders exhibiting two-dimensional hexagonal
ordering. The monoolein-based HII mesophases are extensively
studied in terms of structural properties2 and potential
administration of bioactive macromolecules,3 such as lysozyme4
and insulin.5
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the present work, and the hexagonal packing of the tubes is
taken into account as well.
The second problem is the selection of the most appropriate
descriptors of the structural dynamics inside the unit cell. One
natural possibility is to track the mass distribution because it
may characterize the inertia of atoms. For better scaling and
comparing to experimental data, it is reasonable to depict and
investigate the mass density distribution instead of the mass
distribution itself.
The present study is an attempt to implement statistical
analysis based on the data derived from MD trajectories for the
investigation of the unit cell structure of a hexagonal inverted
(HII) mesophase composed of monoolein (GMO) and water.
Monoolein (Figure 1b) is chosen because of the large scientiﬁc
interest it has provoked recently.2,4,5 On the other hand, such a
choice allows comparison of the obtained results to our
previously derived semiquantitative ones.22 It should be stated
clearly in advance that the HII mesophases composed by mixing
GMO and water (no cargo or admixtures) exists only at
relatively high temperature (70 °C)23 that is inapplicable for
biological systems. Nevertheless, the results are expected to be
the basis for the future structural investigations at lower
temperatures, especially in cases when some cargo is placed in
the water channel, admixtures within the tails, or at the
monoolein/water interface.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of monoolein-based inverted
hexagonal (HII) mesophase and its parameters: α is the lattice
parameter, dhex is the ﬁrst-order Bragg spacing measured by SAXS.2
The water cylinders surrounded by lipid molecules are directed along
the z-axis. (b) Chemical formula of 1-monoolein (glyceryl monooleate,
GMO) and its structural parts. The outermost hydroxyl oxygen atom
is denoted with “1”.

idea by introducing cylindrical pivotal and neutral planes
related to the elastic free energy of the system and its
comparison to the osmotic work done by the osmotic stress.
Similar extension was made by Templer et al.8 with an
emphasis on the invariation of the pivotal area on isothermal
bending.9
Based on a strong mechanical approach, Hamm and Kozlov
proposed a new structural model known as the tilt model10 that
provides a structural description not only of the HII mesophase
but also of the inverted amphiphilic mesophases in general. It
also reﬂects the success of the experimental X-ray diﬀraction
(XRD) reconstruction method.11 Similar theoretical studies12−14 that are in accord with the tilt-model conclusion or
explore its idea were published soon after.
Despite their mechanical adequacy, all listed structural
methods cannot reveal structural details about lipid−lipid are
water−lipid arrangement. One possibility to go beyond that
and observe the local structure inside the unit cell is to predict
the positions and interactions of the atoms by means of the
methods of molecular dynamics (MD). A work by Marrink and
Tieleman15 uses a united-atom force ﬁeld and is focused on the
phase transition between the inverted cubic and the inverted
hexagonal phase but not on characterization of the two
particular phases. The same group has performed two other
studies16,17 employing either a united-atom or a coarse-grained
MD computational protocol to study the self-assembly and/or
phase transitions of lipid/water systems. In the latter, the
inverted hexagonal phase of DOPE/water is described very
brieﬂy. There are two investigations representing the lipids at
the coarse-grained level18,19 reporting phase diagrams, packing
parameters and volume fractions of several phases, including
the inverted hexagonal one. Other two reports20,21 study phase
transitions involving the inverted hexagonal phase, which are
due to external stimuli, e.g., a peptide or extra charge.
The structure dynamics inside the unit cell could be
simulated with higher accuracy and in more details if fully
atomistic MD simulations are carried out. But in order to
ensure the success of the simulation procedure, there are at
least two important problems that have to be solved in advance.
The ﬁrst is to ﬁnd the optimal shape and size of the used unit
cell. In a previous study22 we investigated the water dynamics
within ﬁxed GMO tubes and witnessed well-deﬁned structuring
of water in the proximity of the GMO heads. In order to verify
that it was not an artifact due to the ﬁxed lipid geometry or the
restrained periodicity, the GMO dynamics is unrestrained in

2. SIMULATION PROTOCOL AND PROCESSING OF
THE RESULTS
To investigate theoretically the structure of the inverted
hexagonal mesophase, a three-stage routine for simulation
and data processing is applied: (i) preprocessing, (ii) MD
simulation, and (iii) postprocessing (schematically shown in
Figure 2).

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the simulation process.

The ﬁrst two stages build and follow the equilibrium
behavior of the self-assembled state of the system. The aim of
(iii) is the description of the mass density distribution, based on
the structure of the unit cell obtained by MD. The density
averaging routine described in Section S2 in the Supporting
Information largely guarantees a successful detection of the
lipid/water interface shape, which is a novel numerical
approach in this area. Also, it allows characterizing the
inﬂuence of water content on the interface shape.
There is an additional treatment of one of the simulated
systems−its unit cell with the equilibrated structure is
replicated to build a “supercell” − a large (in size and number
5460
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Table 1. Source Experimental Data and the Calculated Numbers of Monoolein and Water Molecules in the Unit Cellsa
ϕw

α [Å]

Rw [Å]

Nw

Nl

N*w,hg

Vcell [Å3]

Vw [Å3]

Vl [Å3]

0.17
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.28

50.53
51.62
52.69
53.91
55.16
56.43
57.63
58.85
60.25
61.53
63.01
64.47

10.94
11.50
12.06
12.67
13.27
13.91
14.51
15.15
15.83
16.47
17.19
17.92

615
679
747
824
904
993
1081
1178
1287
1393
1518
1648

156
161
166
172
178
183
189
194
201
207
214
221

3.94
4.22
4.50
4.79
5.08
5.43
5.72
6.07
6.40
6.73
7.09
7.46

110566.08
115382.43
120210.08
125842.54
131762.97
137906.43
143827.05
149971.29
157195.62
163912.77
171942.30
179979.64

18806.33
20784.64
22861.87
25197.24
27646.16
30383.49
33067.09
36054.74
39370.68
42624.81
46440.12
50418.95

91759.75
94597.79
97348.21
100645.30
104116.81
107522.94
110759.96
113916.55
117824.94
121287.97
125502.18
129560.68

Columns 1 and 2 contain the experimentally measured dependence α(ϕw); Rw is the water cylinder radius (see eq 5); Nl and Nw are the calculated
numbers of monoolein and water molecules that have to be placed inside the unit cell (Section S1 in the Supporting Information); N*w,hg is the ratio
Nw/Nl; Vcell is the volume of the unit cell; and Vl and Vw are the partial volumes of monoolein and water in the unit cell, where Vcell = Vl + Vw
(Section S1 in the Supporting Information). The densities of monoolein and water − ρl and ρw, are taken at t = 70°C (at 70 °C: ρl = 1.0097 g/cm3,
ρw = 0.9778 g/cm3), and the length of the unit cell is set to l = 50 Å. Here ρl is calculated by using eq. S.6 in Section S1 of the Supporting
Information, and ρw is a result of a spline interpolation of experimental data.
a

To estimate the unit cell (periodic box) sizes, experimentally
measured pairs of data [ϕw,α] are needed. For each pair [ϕw,α]
,the sizes of the unit cell, the quantity of water and GMO
inside, and the initial positions of the molecules (the structure)
can be calculated by following the routines in Section S1 in the
Supporting Information. This nonstandard procedure usually is
not available in the MD software, but it is mandatory if the
initial distribution of water and GMO within the unit cell needs
to be homogeneous. Note that an additional parameter has to
be introduced arbitrarily to make the volume of the unit cell
ﬁnite (Section S1 in the Supporting Information): the
longitudinal size (the length) of the cell, l. The used numerical
values of l should be large enough to minimize the mass density
estimation error that occurs due to the fact that the number of
monoolein and water molecules in Table 1 is always an integer.
On the other hand, l must be small enough to render the
simulations computationally eﬃcient. l = 50 Å is used in the
current study.
Table 1 shows the outcome from the application of the
formulas in Section S1 in the Supporting Information, namely,
the estimated monoolein and water content in the unit cell for
12 experimentally measured6 pairs [ϕw,α], which allows tracing
the eﬀect of the water cylinder thickness on the lipid−water
interactions. Figure 3 illustrates the unit cell dimensions and
initial positions of the molecules (the initial structure of the HII
mesophase).
2.2. Molecular Dynamics Simulation. The MD simulations are done with the program package GROMACS 4.5.5.25
The lipid parametrization of the force ﬁeld CHARMM2725,26 is
used for the GMO molecules, and the TIP3P model27,28 is
employed for water. The simulation box coincides with the
hexagonal inverted mesophase unit cell (whose dimensions are
deﬁned by means of the procedure described in Section S1 in
the Supporting Information), i.e., a rhombic unit cell to which
hexagonal periodic boundary conditions are applied. The
formulas for estimation of the box vectors for each of the
unit cells are presented in Table SI in the Supporting
Information in Gromos87 ﬁle format.29
During the minimization stage, position restraints (harmonic
restraining potential with k = 1000 kJ/mol·nm2 per atom) are
imposed on the GMO molecules. The minimization of such a

of atoms) analogue of the unit cell with the same shape. Then
the multiplicative structure is simulated with MD, and the
resulting trajectory is processed statistically to draw the
distribution of the lattice parameter.
2.1. Preprocessing. During the preprocessing stage, the
input structure for the MD simulation is composed by using a
simpliﬁcation of Luzzati and Husson,6 so the composition of
the unit cell for the MD simulation requires setting the shape of
the periodic box and determination of the lipid and water
content therein.
The lattice parameter of the HII mesophase α (Figure 1a)
deﬁnes the characteristic size of the unit cell in the plane of
two-dimensional repetition of the structure and it is related to
the ﬁrst-order Bragg spacing, dhex, measured experimentally by
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS):
α=

2
dhex
3

(1)

The geometrical approach of Luzzati and Husson proposes a
relation between the cross-section area of the inverted
hexagonal mesophase unit cell, σ, and the lattice parameter:
σ=

α2 3
2

(2)

Thereby, the cross-section areas of water and lipid, σw and σl,
are
σw = φw σ
(3)
σl = (1 − φw )σ

(4)

where σw is the water volume fraction. As an important
corollary of eq 3, the curvature of the water channel is related to
σw:
Rw = α

3
φ
2π w

(5)

where Rw is the radius of the water cylinder.24 Despite the fact
that eq 5 is not part of Luzzati and Husson’s original
publication, Rw could be derived by applying their model and
it is recognized as a parameter of the lipid/water interface
shape.
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Gromos87 ﬁle format (one ﬁle per frame), and analyzed by
the routine described in Section S2 in the Supporting
Information.
In addition, the subdistributions of the structural components: water, GMO, GMO headgroups, double bond in the
GMO chain, and the upper part of the chain tail (see also
Figure 1), are obtained by applying the routine from Section S2
in the Supporting Information to each of them separately.
For creating the supercell mentioned above, the unit cell with
one tube with α = 64.47 Å is used. It contains 1648 water and
221 GMO molecules. The maximum possible number of
repetitions (within the presentation format of the used software
package) of the unit cell that reproduces the shape of the parent
cell is 49 (7 × 7). Figure S5 in the Supporting Information
shows the constructed 7 × 7 supercell.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to illustrate the inﬂuence of the GMO cylinder size,
the results for three of the studied systems are presented below:
the smallest and the largest one and a tube with intermediate
diameter.
3.1. Mass Density Distribution Maps. Figures 4−6 show
the mass density distribution plotted as color maps. The colors
used for mapping the density values (see the color scale on the
right of each picture) are selected in a way that visualizes at
least 95−97% of the distribution. The color transition point is
near the bulk water density (1.00 g/cm3). Such a transition is
introduced to allow a sensitive subtraction of the water density
from the total density.
The total distribution of the mass density (Figure 4a) is a
nice illustration of the internal structure of the unit cell. It
outlines predominantly hexagonal shape of the tube lipid
surface, which is in accordance with the prediction of the tilt
model.10 It should be noted that placing the model system in
hexagonal periodic boundary conditions in order to comply
with the experimentally known arrangement of the GMO
cylinders does not guarantee hexagonal ordering of the lipids
within the cylinder, and, thus, this is not an artifact of the PBC
applied. The density minimum is located near the vertices of
the hexagonal structure formed by the tails. The densest region
(up to 1.2 g/cm3) is the one formed by the hydrated lipid
headgroups. The shape and overall density distribution pattern
are insensitive to the tube diameter. As could be expected, the
total density of all parts of the system decreases slightly upon
tube diameter increase. The hexagonal shape of the channel is
well discernible even in the smallest model system, but the
higher the water content, the more pronounced the hexagonal
shape. This is well-illustrated by plotting the headgroup density
distribution in Figure 5.
Figure 4b shows how the water density is distributed across
the unit cell. Here the distribution shape far from the center
(colored in deep blue) matches the same hexagonal structure.
That external diﬀuse part of the distribution corresponds well
to the intersection of water and monoolein, i.e., to the water/
monoolein interface. Thereby, it also conﬁrms the tilt model
and the coarse-grained MD predictions. The atomistic details
allow further discrimination, namely, that the radial proﬁle of
the water density features three distinct subshells. Close to the
center of the tube the water density is similar to the bulk value
(even in the narrowest cylinder); a relatively thin interfacial
layer with lower density follows. It then transforms abruptly
into the more diﬀuse layer, which can be attributed to the water
molecules protruding among the lipid headgroups. The

Figure 3. Starting homogeneous structure of the HII mesophase inside
the hexagonal periodic unit cell. Here (a) represents the sizes of the
unit cell while (b) shows how the structure ﬁts the cell.

crowded system was facilitated by the rational choice of the
initial topology of the inverted hexagonal mesophase described
in Section 2.1. The proposed homogeneous distribution of the
GMO molecules combined with rotation of the monoolein tails
allowed the structure to be minimized, avoiding undesirable
cramming of the monoolein molecules.
The minimized structure is heated to the temperature (70
°C) at which samples of HII mesophase are investigated
experimentally. The initial velocities of the atoms are generated
from the Maxwell−Boltzmann distribution at 2 K. The v-rescale
algorithm is used30 to control the temperature. The position
restraints on the monoolein atoms are preserved during
heating. After achieving the desired temperature within 500
ps, the restraints on GMO are relieved, and the system is
allowed to relax for 1 ns at 70 °C.
Then the equilibrium dynamics of the structure is studied in
the production stage of 20 ns length. Electrostatic interactions
are evaluated by the PME method31 with a cutoﬀ of 14 Å (a
switching function turned on at 12 Å) on the direct part of the
sums. A switched cutoﬀ of 12 Å, the switching function turned
on at 10 Å, is applied for the nonbonded interactions. LINCS32
and SETTLE33 are used for ﬁxing the length of the Hcontaining bonds of GMO and water, respectively. Most of the
MD simulations are carried out in NVT ensemble. The
Berendsen barostat controls the pressure in some additional
NPT simulations (see Section 3.4). The MD trajectories are
subject to statistical analysis on frames extracted at intervals of
1 ps to obtain the average properties reported below.
2.3. Postprocessing. The postprocessing stage provides
the mass density distribution across the unit cell using the 12 20
ns long MD trajectories. The last 10 ns of each trajectory are
decomposed into 10 000 consecutive frames, saved in
5462
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Figure 4. Total mass density distribution (a), and the mass density distribution of water (b) and monoolein (c) as a function of the amount of water
in the GMO cylinders; the white circle is a guide for the eye, designating Luzzati and Hussons’ idea of a water cylinder.

existence of such distinct density regions implies that the water
structure is strongly aﬀected by the lipid headgroups and also
that diﬀerent microstructuring of water in the three subshells
could be expected.
The distribution of the monoolein molecules (Figure 4c)
shows that the lipid density is highly frustrated around the
water channel. The pronounced inhomogeneity of the density
distribution in the region of the headgroups, combined with the
tails’ density depletion at the vertices mentioned above, signiﬁes
clustering of the GMO molecules along the hexagon edges.
Analysis of the maps in Figure 6 shows interesting results.
There is evident structuring of the lipid tails (Figure 6a).
Decomposition of the analysis for the upper part of the tails
(Figure 6b) and for the double bond (Figure 6c) reveals that it
is the double bond in the tails that is very well constrained. The
constraints are so tight that these bonds form planes inside the

unit cell structure. It is interesting that the ordering does not
weaken even where the total mass density is low.
3.2. Radial Distribution Functions. In order to reﬁne the
structural elucidation of the studied systems, three radial
distribution functions (RDF) are generated: (i) between the
terminal hydroxyl oxygen from the GMO headgroups (O1 in
Figure 1b) and the water oxygen (OW) atoms, (ii) between the
centers of mass (COM) of the double bonds, and (iii) between
the COMs of the upper parts of the lipid tails. The curves for
the three representative models are shown in Figure 7.
The water structuring observed in our previous study22 is
also preserved when the lipid geometry is relaxed. There are
two well-shaped peaks in the O1-OW RDF (Figure 7a), which
is characteristic of the experimental liquid water structure at
room temperature.34 On the other hand, the TIP3P water
model is known to lack the peak for second neighbors at this
temperature.27,28 Hence, the fact that the second maximum
5463
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Figure 5. Mass density distribution of the monoolein headgroups as a function of the size of the GMO cylinders. See Figure 1b for the deﬁnition of
the headgroup structure in the monoolein molecule. Here the white circle is a guide to the eye, which designates Luzzati and Hussons’ idea of a water
cylinder.

exists in our models at 70 °C is a clear indication of water
immobilization in the vicinity of the GMO headgroups as
discussed above for the water density maps. The main features
of the RDF proﬁles do not change upon tube diameter increase
but the maximum of the ﬁrst neighbors decreases in intensity at
the expense of faster reach of the homogeneous density.
The structuring of the lipid tails is very well-expressed in the
two RDFs (Figure 7b and c). Both the double bond and the
upper part of the tails have three well-shaped maxima, which is
indicative of a deﬁnite pattern of packing of the lipids. The ratio
between the distances of the ﬁrst two maxima is 1.88, which is
slightly larger than that for hexagonal lattice. The RDF curves
for the lipid tails in the two smaller tubes practically coincide,
while in the largest system a slightly higher share of the
molecules participates in the structuring.
3.3. Headgroups Hydration. Another interesting aspect
here is the quantity of water molecules hydrating the
headgroups in the diﬀerent GMO tubes. Its estimation might
be based on the calculation of the number of water molecules
per lipid head, Nw,hg (the process is explained in Section 2.3) on
the one hand, and on the number of hydrogen bonds formed
between the lipid headgroups and the water molecules on the
other.
The average number of hydrogen bonds in the 12 tubes is
summarized in Table 2. The length distribution in the three
illustrative systems is presented in Figures 8 and S7.
The proﬁle of the length distribution (Figure 8) is virtually
identical for all tubes, irrespective of their diameter, which
means that the hydrogen-bonding pattern is already established
in the smallest channel and is not aﬀected by the tube growth.
The most populated H-bond length is ∼1.875 Å, corresponding
to strong hydrogen bonding of water to the GMO headgroups.
The constant number of ∼3 ± 0.1 hydrogen bonds per lipid
(Table 2) in all tubes indicates that the hydrogen bonding
capacity is not spatially restrained in the narrowest tube and
that it is insensitive to the tube diameter.
There is another interesting feature of the hydrogen bond
length distribution depicted in Figures 8 and S7. Independently
of the tube diameter, the maximum is irregularly shaped, and
the most expressed peak is at 1.875 Å. It may be assumed that a
second maximum centered at 2.025 Å exists. However, the
overlap is too substantial to claim that this distribution of the

bond lengths is indicative of diﬀerent type of hydrogen bonding
of the oxygen atoms in the headgroup and the surrounding
water molecules. In principle, the type of hydrogen bonding
may be discriminated by computational vibrational analysis.35
However, this procedure is inapplicable within the current
computational setup and was therefore substituted by a more
detailed inspection of the hydrogen bonds formed by the
separate residues (hydroxyl group, carbonyl oxygen, ester
oxygen) with water. It shows that all kinds of bonds span the
entire distance region with slight preference for shorter bond
lengths of the carbonyl oxygen atom from the carboxyl group.
Figure 9 depicts the results for the total number of water
molecules per lipid headgroup derived for each system
described in Table 1. In addition, a correlation diagram is
plotted there to check whether the ratio between the number of
water molecules and GMO headgroups in the layer formed by
the headgroups is similar to the one between the total number
of water and GMO molecules in the unit cell. To make the
ratios compatible, each value is divided by the respective
observed value in the tube with the largest diameter (maximum
observed value). The maximum observed value of the number
of water molecules per GMO headgroup, Nw,hg(max), in Figure
9 is 16.70. As for the maximum observed value of the total
number of water molecules per GMO, N*w,hg(max), it is
located in the last row of Table 1 (column 6).
The number of water molecules per GMO headgroup, Nw,hg,
plotted in Figure 9 as a function of the lattice parameter α, and
statistically deﬁned in Section S3 in the Supporting Information
(eq S.11), is not an explicit function of the number of hydrogen
bonds established by the headgroup with the surrounding water
molecules. It is mostly a statistical estimator of the quantity of
water hydrating the GMO headgroups. The fact that Nw,hg is
not a constant and strongly depends on α means that it is not
related only to the number of the established hydrogen bonds.
On the contrary, such a dependence is most probably an
indicator that there is a large quantity of water molecules not
bonded directly to the GMO headgroups and their equilibrium
dynamics contributes largely to Nw,hg. This hypothesis is
supported by the correlation diagram in Figure 9. Since the
slope of the linear dependency is almost 1.0 and its standard
deviation is less than 1%, the quantity of water in the
headgroups layer should be an explicit function of the total
5464
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Figure 6. Mass density distribution of monoolein tails (a), their upper-part (b), and double bond (c) in GMO cylinders with increasing diameter.
See also Figure 1b. The white circle is a guide for the eye, designating Luzzati and Hussons’ idea of a water cylinder.

quantity of water inside the HII mesophase unit cell. Therefore,
Nw,hg is related strongly to Nw and thereby there is a signiﬁcant
quantity of non-hydrogen-bonded water molecules between the
GMO headgroups that is correlated mostly to the equilibrium
dynamics and the corresponding ﬂux of water to and from the
headgroup layer. The fact that Nw,hg grows with increase of the
tube diameter is an indication that, in all studied systems, the
hydration sphere of the GMO headgroups has not reached
saturation.
3.4. NVT vs NPT. To check whether the reported structural
eﬀects are an artifact of the NVT ensemble, additional
simulations with an NPT ensemble were performed according
to protocols described in Section 2. That change of the
ensemble causes ≈13% expansion of the unit cell volume,
which reﬂects the elasticity of the lipid molecules. Such an
expansion corresponds to 5% increase of α and l, which is close
to the experimental uncertainty of 1%. Despite that, the

structural features reported in Section 3.1 remain unchanged.
Also, the replacement of the statistical ensemble does not
signiﬁcantly alter the hydration of the headgroups discussed in
Section 3.3 (less than 2% decrease). In fact, the only visible
eﬀect of the ensemble replacement is some growth in the sizes
of the images previously plotted for NVT in Figures 4−6, due
to the higher value of α.
3.5. Assessing the Approach Adequacy. The statistical
distribution of the lattice parameter, α, could specify whether it
is possible to describe in general the properties of an inﬁnite HII
mesophase structure by using just one “tube” put into a ﬁnite
unit cell and with PBC applied. If a “supercell” containing more
than one GMO tube (described above) is subject to MD
simulation and its structure is virtually a repetition of the
original unit cell structure, then the small model with one tube
could be considered adequate. The estimated distribution of α
in the supercell corresponding to the last system in Table 1 has
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Figure 8. Distribution of headgroup−water hydrogen bond lengths as
a function of the lattice parameter.

Figure 7. Radial distribution function of the GMO hydroxyl oxygen−
water oxygen atoms (a), the COMs of the double bond (b), and the
COMs of the upper part (c) of the lipid tails as a function of the tube
diameter. The hydroxyl oxygen atom in the monoolein molecule is
marked with “1” in Figure 1b.

Table 2. Average Number (With Standard Deviations)
Navg(total) of Hydrogen Bonds between the Lipid
Headgroups and the Water Molecules As a Function of the
Water Tube Diameter Rwa
Rw [Å]
10.94
11.50
12.06
12.67
13.27
13.91
14.51
15.15
15.83
16.47
17.19
17.92

Navg(total)
441.8
462.7
482.4
503.6
525.3
549.2
564.7
593.7
611.3
640.1
657.2
683.0

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

17.6
19.6
19.2
20.4
20.1
21.8
21.1
22.8
22.2
24.8
24.1
24.0

Navg(scaled)
2.8
2.9
2.9
2.9
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.0
3.1
3.1
3.1

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Figure 9. Estimated number of water molecules per GMO headgroup,
Nw,hg, as a function of the lattice parameter of the HII mesophase unit
cell, α. The inset shows the linear correlation between the reduced and
the total (N*w,l) number of water molecules per GMO headgroup (the
last is presented in Table 1). The reduction is made by dividing Nw,hg
and N*w,l by the respective maximum observed values, denoted as
Nw,hg(max) and N*w,l(max).

a

The third column contains the average value scaled per lipid molecule
Navg(scaled).

Information. The outcome of this test justiﬁes the use of the
small model.
3.6. 2D Packing Frustration Analysis. Several X-ray
diﬀraction studies characterizing the HII mesophase of the
lipid/water system report results where the shape of the
interface varies from hexagonal to circular depending on the

an expectation value of 64.63 Å, which is very close to the
measured experimental lattice parameter (64.47 Å). More
details are presented in Section S4 in the Supporting
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Figure 10. Probability mass function (PMF) of GMO tail 2D-length, lc, for the HII mesophases presented in Figures 4−6. The PMF plots on the left
are obtained by separating the measured lc values amid 100 bins, while the right ones are obtained at 16 000 bins. The inset presents a picture of the
tail conﬁguration of the GMO molecule the discrete lc-distribution of which is mostly responsible for the formation of the observed PMF
decomposition at 16 000 bins.

speciﬁcity of the lipids.36−38 This is indicative of some packing
frustration caused by two counteracting driving forces: the
spontaneous cylindrical curvature of a bending monolayer
versus the hexagonal tight packing of 2D space.
In order to quantitatively investigate the packing frustration
of GMO tails in the HII mesophases presented in Figures 4−6,
10 000 frames out of each molecular dynamics trajectory were
extracted. Then, the xy-coordinates of the atoms were
examined, and the maximum 2D-length of the hydrocarbon
tails of each GMO molecule, lc, was calculated and stored into
an array. Finally, the array content was separated into intervals
(bins) and the corresponding probability mass functions
(PMF) of GMO tails 2D-length were obtained and plotted in
Figure 10. It is shown there that if the measured lc is separated
among a large set of narrow bins, all PMF plots are transformed

into a complex composition of several sub-PMFs. This
phenomenon might be an indication that lc is discretely
distributed within a ﬁnite number of structural classes. Each of
them may be deﬁned as a set of GMO tails that share almost
the same lc and, hence, have similar (close) structural
conformations. Also the analysis of the trajectories showed
that due to the conformational dynamics of the hydrocarbon
chains, every structural conformation may change its membership and migrate from one class to another. In Figure 10 there
is a picture of the most populated structural conformation of
the lipid tails that is a member of several structural classes and
has large contribution to the formation of the sub-PMF
structure. Of course, there are more tail conformations, but
they are not shown because of their lower inﬂuence. The point
density of each class in Figure 10 and the corresponding PMF
5467
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distance between two neighboring hexagon vertices should be
related to the stability of HII mesophases, because the larger the
tube diameter, the longer the hexagon walls, and the weaker the
necessity for lipid density redistribution will be. Therefore, the
tails packing plays an essential role for the overall shape of the
HII mesophase interface.

values might be used as an estimate of the class population,
because it is related to the number of GMO molecules that
passed through that particular class during the simulation. Note
that the sub-PMF structure in Figure 10 does not change with
the abscissa partitioning (varying the number of the bins). So,
its appearance is unlikely to be related to an artifact brought in
by the numerical methods involved into estimation of the chain
lengths and their separation among the bins along the PMF
abscissa.
The next task is to establish a quantitative connection
between the 2D packing frustration phenomena and the PMF
in Figure 10. In the classical HII mesophase structural theory,
the 2D packing frustration, Δlc, is quantitatively connected to
the diﬀerence between the maximum and minimum thickness
of the lipid tails layer − lc,max and lc,min:2
Δlc = lc,max − lc,min

(6)

α
− Rw
2
α
=
− Rw
3

lc,min =
lc,max

4. CONCLUSIONS
A direct result of this study is the theoretical evaluation of the
unit cell geometry of the monoolein/water inverted hexagonal
mesophase at an atomic-level scale. One of the most essential
ﬁndings is the mostly hexagonal shape of the monoolein/water
interface, which is in accordance with the predictions of the
mechanical tilt model and of coarse-grained MD simulations.
Another important observation is the intensive dynamics of the
water molecules located near and inside the water/lipid
interface−only a small quantity of them participate in hydrogen
bonds with the monoolein headgroups. The rest could be
considered nonlipid-bonded, and their quantity depends almost
linearly on the water/monoolein ratio. Such a fact might be
interpreted as evidence that the nonbonded interactions
(electrostatic, van der Waals), and not the lipid−water
hydrogen bonding, deﬁne the shape of the monoolein/water
interface.
Another conclusion is that the monoolein tails form a very
compressed and regular internal structure (layer) inside the
unit cell. Even well-shaped planes that participate in symmetrical structures of higher order are visible. Therefore, the
layer formed by the monoolein tails might be considered a
highly packed (structured) liquid because at the observed
compressibility the tails seem to be self-dissolved. This is a
somewhat expected result, since even the Luzzati and Husson6
structural model points to it. However, the existence of a
hexagonal shape of the monoolein/water interface leads to
much greater compressibility of the tails, especially at high
water content. This might be essential for their role as bioactive
cargo carriers.
An important part of the work is the development of a robust
set of routines for constructing homogeneously distributed
initial structure of the unit cell of the inverted hexagonal
mesophase and for nonstandard analysis of the mass density
distribution. The proposed procedure for construction of such
heterophase unit cells with extremely nonstandard geometry
has the potential for more general application. Moreover, the
developed preprocessing procedure lowers the computational
costs and shortens the simulation time. As a result, it enables
the simulation of a relatively large number of model systems
and straightforward extension of the unit cells.
The results prove that the mass density distribution maps
generated by our protocol could be used as a reliable source of
structural information. Also, that way of processing the MD
results allows the performance of a multilayer analysis by
separating the structural components from each other. Good
contrast is achieved for structural components of various sizes,
which allows quantitative assessment of the molecular structure
inside the unit cell. The outcome of the research may be useful
in designing delivery vehicles for peptides and proteins.
It might be expected that this study will boost the
development of a new Monte Carlo simulation method that
could describe the thermodynamic parameters, e.g., chemical
potential and free energy, relevant for insertion of cargo
molecules into the HII inverted hexagonal mesophase. Also, it

(7)
(8)

However, since the shape of the water/GMO interface in our
study deviates signiﬁcantly from cylindrical, lc,min and lc,max
should be extracted from the PMF (Figure 10). According to
the properties of the PMF function, the value of lc at the
functional maximum is considered the most probable GMO tail
length, and the lower and upper limits of its variance are
estimations of lc,min and lc,max. Table 3 contains lc,min and lc,max
obtained by means of eqs 6,7,8 (the classical approach) and by
this simple analysis of the PMF.
Table 3. Comparison between the Values of lc,min, lc,max, and
Δlc Estimated by Using the Classical Approach (Eqs 6, 7,
and 8), and Numerical Analysis of PMFa
classical approach (eqs
6,7,8)

this study (analyzing data
in Figure 10)

α[Å]
(Table1)

Rw [Å]
(eq 5)

lc,min
[Å]

lc,max
[Å]

Δlc
[Å]

lc,min
[Å]

lc,max
[Å]

Δlc
[Å]

50.53
55.16
64.47

10.94
13.27
17.92

14.33
14.31
14.31

18.23
18.68
19.30

3.90
4.37
4.99

15.85
15.84
16.18

19.94
20.02
20.18

4.09
4.18
4.00

The numerical analysis is based on ﬁtting the data in Figure 10 (left)
with Chebyshev polynomials of 10th order and calculating lc,min and
lc,max as the lc values at the PMF points of inﬂection, which
automatically deﬁnes Δlc as the variance of the most probable value
of lc. Note that the values of Δlc thus obtained and stored in the last
column are statistically indistinguishable due to the ﬁt error; so, their
arithmetic average should be used as a general assessment of Δlc in all
the HII mesophases investigated herein.
a

The results in Table 3 show that there is 2D packing
frustration in our systems. It has constant magnitude that does
not depend on the water content. Such a result is not
unexpected since the hexagonal shape in Figure 6a correlates
well with the idea of denser tails packing in radial directions.
There, the lipid chains, being in a quasi-liquid state, tend to
distribute uniformly in radial direction with respect to the
hexagonal shape. Only at the hexagon vertices the local
curvature there causes a “dilution” of the quasi-liquid of the
lipid chains, which in turn decreases the local mass density in
these regions, as seen in Figures 4a,c and 6a. Therefore, the
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might inspire the researchers to perform more complex
molecular dynamics simulations on HII mesophases.
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